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On February 5th, 1991: 

• The Soviet Union still existed 

• 7 million US cellular phone subscribers 

• The DJIA closed at : 2,788.37 

• No websites, no web browsers 

• Dialup Internet below 14.4 kbps 
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Exploring the future:  

“What do I believe will be true about the 
forest bioproducts industry in 2035?”  

• Make a note 

• Share 

• Volunteer? 



Capturing our thoughts on the future 

Reflection & Discussion of implications for 2035 

(speakers may have questions for you) 

 

 
• Make a note for 

yourself 

• Share insights 



Future Headlines 



Headlines: 

• Have a verb 

• Tell of important changes 

• Describe what’s new in 2035 



What did we learn? 

Building our insights towards 2035 

• Make a note for 
yourself 

• Share thoughts 



Scenarios 
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Scenarios should be credible but challenging 

Most Likely 

NOW 

Official 
Future 

(requires little  
organizational change) 

Alternative 
Future 

(requires new  
thinking and planning) 

Realm of science fiction 
(doesn’t provide much 

business value) 

T
im

e
 

Range of Outcomes 

After: Lloyd Walker, Precurve 

Robotic & Lovin’ 
It 

Workforce of 
One—Mobile 

& 
independent 

Aging 
workforce 

meets Gen-Y 



What are scenarios supposed to do? 

 Clarify uncertainties 

 Forecast problems, opportunities 

 Communicate change 

 Educate people 

 Develop strategic thinking 

 Engage people in their future 



1. Are we Bio Yet? 

• By 2020 Algae farms are 
spreading across the world 
as the demand for biofuel, 
food, & feedstocks surges.  

• Cement plants, & other high 
emission industries capture 
CO2 to grow algae close by 
to use as fuel. 

• US has 12,000 sq miles of 
algae in production as of 
2019. New uses & markets 
are emerging.  

 

Key Insight: Although algae holds 

huge promise in many areas, it can 

be difficult to grow and to process into 

stable products. Some sectors will 

present difficult packaging problems. 

Spirulina farm, Wikipedia 



3. Brain Race 2020 

Critical decision: re-energize the 
US population’s learning 
capabilities. New skills for all—
can US brains compete with 
global academic centers being 
established in China, India, etc?  

Big debate: do we protect our 
scholars/inventors or encourage 
global free trade in ideas/ 
collaboration? 

 

In 2013, the US woke up to the impacts of 
the globalization of higher education: 

• Hundreds of new universities in 
emerging market countries 

• Fewer international students in the US 

• Top centers of learning not in the US 

• Online, free, in the “open educational 
resources movement(OER),” takes over 
more than half of univ. offerings. Pay for 
certification. 

• More than 85% of downloads of Open 
University courses are outside the UK. 
(wwwnytimes.com/edlife)  

Key Insight: Universities may go the way of old media. Requires new look 

at where next generation of skills, innovation are coming from. 

Image:www.telegraph.co.uk/ 



Future Headlines 



Getting to 2035: Scenario process 

We want to balance external changes & events 
with industry central impacts & initiatives. 

Scenarios are exploration. We want to stay in 
that exploratory mode until we’ve filled in our 
story of the future. 

Then, we consider the implications of what our 
stories mean for the Forest Bioproducts 
Industry 
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Scenarios of the Forest Bioproducts 
Industry, 2035 

Scenario: (Your headline/ title) 

  

Story: (If your headline is true, then what are the 
consequences in 2035?) 

  

What happens: (Forces, drivers, events, big 
changes, people, societies, science, research, 
outcomes, etc.) 
  

 



Scenario review 

• Surprises? 

• Does this scenario account for changes inside 
and outside the industry? 

• Is it really about the future? 

• What do you find convincing about the story? 

_______________________________________ 

Implications: What will this future mean for the 
Forest Bioproducts Industry? 
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Outcomes 
• Scenarios (3?) 

• Implications 

• Future vision 
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